Breathe RE training for Religious Education and Collective Worship

Each practical session is designed to equip and inspire all teachers to deliver outstanding RE lessons and ensure collective worship is an occasion of quality. Choose from the sample menu below or contact us to arrange a bespoke session to suit the specific needs of your school.

Sessions prices start at £320, attendance is for up to 20 staff from a single or multiple schools, additional delegates cost £18 each for up to 40 members of staff.

Is your RE in need of REsuscitation?

Active and Engaging RE
Our most popular and practical session focusing on what good RE looks like, how to set effective tasks in RE and trialling a range of activities to encourage active engagement. A useful tool for raising the profile of RE and enhancing practitioner confidence and pedagogy.

What will be covered in this session?
- exploring quality task setting and active learning strategies
- developing enquiry skills and concept understanding
- using artefacts and images to promote discussion
- experiencing stilling techniques

Need to find your way around Religious Education

Sat Nav RE
Meeting the needs of the locally agreed syllabus of Religious Education through improved planning and teaching.

What will be covered in this session?
- deepening understanding of the requirements for teaching RE
- improving the standards of RE through structured teaching, learning and assessment
- implementing classroom ready planning

Breathe RE associate trainers provide a range of bespoke sessions to suit your learning community. Director, Lisa Kassapian is an inspirational local and national Religious Education consultant with an outstanding reputation for providing quality advice and high impact training for Religious Education and Collective Worship.
Lisa provides Diocesan and SACRE advice and consultancy and is an accredited trainer for the Understanding Christianity project.

To book a half day, full day or twilight session or to discuss your requirements, please contact Lisa Kassapian Lisa@BreatheRE.org or telephone 07557 105548
### Are you looking for a cross curricular approach?

**Creative RE**

An inspiring session which focuses on how to provide opportunities to improve the quality of pupils’ creative responses and enhance spiritual development through RE.

**What will be covered in this session?**
- enhancing teaching and learning strategies through drama, art and literacy
- looking for progression in creative teaching and learning
- developing spiritual responses through creative RE

### Do you need a whole school approach to RE assessment?

**Assessing RE**


**What will be covered in this session?**
- using criteria to set appropriate learning objectives
- interpreting expected learning outcomes for RE
- identifying challenging and accessible assessment practice

### Would you like training for staff covering RE lessons?

**RE, PPA and me!**

Designed to support teachers and teaching assistants who regard themselves as non-specialists, but who find that they have been asked to teach RE.

Ideas and strategies to help to teach RE with increased confidence.

**What will be covered in this session?**
- resourcing lessons to implement immediately
- developing deeper understanding of principal religions and worldviews
- creating enjoyable and engaging learning

### Looking to raise pupil SMSC offering through assembly time?

**Enhancing SMSC development through collective worship**

This session is aimed at those with responsibility for providing collective worship in primary schools. We will examine the legal framework for collective worship and SMSC and use creative approaches to ensure that assembly is a valuable and valued part of the school day.

**What will be covered in this session?**
- providing a clear understanding of the legal requirements for collective worship
- enhancing pupils’ spiritual, moral, social and cultural development
- exploring ways of engaging pupils during collective worship through the creative arts

### Need your school to enrich the RE curriculum and discover the beliefs and teachings, practices and lifestyles and the joy of celebrations?

#### The BIG RE Day!

An active and engaging RE enrichment day designed to immerse the whole school in discovering faith and belief

Highly acclaimed full day experiential workshops which provide opportunities to develop learning, explore artefacts and taste cultural and religious food. A Big RE day is an exciting approach to discovering Britain’s living faiths from Nursery to Year 6

Find out more at [www.breatheRE.org](http://www.breatheRE.org)